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Our society is truly immersed in the digital world with vast
amounts of data being generated in many different
forms: social media data, mobile data, audio, video,
clickstreams, tweets, log files from sensors, smart
devices etc. This worldwide explosion of data raises a
key challenge of collecting relevant data, deriving
insights and turning them into useful (value-adding)
actions. This is the essence of the emerging field of Business Intelligence and Analytics (BI&A).
While BI&A continues to be defined in many different ways (ranging from technical infrastructure for data capturing
and storage all the way to advanced analytics such as data mining), in this presentation I will use a generic term
BI&A to represent the broadest interpretation of the field. Thus, BI&A “includes the techniques, technologies,
systems, practices, methodologies, and applications that analyze critical business data to help an enterprise better
understand its business and market and make timely business decisions. In addition to the underlying data
processing and analytical technologies, BI&A includes business-centric practices and methodologies that can be
applied to various high-impact applications such as e-commerce, market intelligence, e-government, healthcare, and
security” (Chen et al. 2012, p.1171).
A very wide and rapid proliferation of BI&A tools and practices across all industry sectors and professional domains
has resulted in different domain-specific “versions” such as Health Analytics, Retail Analytics, Social Media
Analytics, Supply Chain Analytics, Customer Analytics and so-on. While different domains do have their own specific
needs, they also create industry and applications “silos” of BI&A and as such prevent sharing of best practices and
interesting and relevant research across disciplinary boundaries.
The main objective of this presentation is to compare and contrast BI&A with the emerging field of Learning
Analytics in order to identify opportunities for sharing of best practices and research collaboration. Taking the
organisational (rather than technical or data science) perspective, in this talk will identify different industry practices
and research challenges from the BI&A field (in particular human-centric services) and discuss their possible
application to Learning Analytics.
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